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.
In this paper, we present the results of an ongoing eort in building user interfaces for
proof systems. Our approach is generic: we are not constructing a user interface for a
particular proof system, rather we have developed techniques and tools that have been
applied to several proof systems. We rst propose and motivate a distributed architec-
ture, where the proof system and the interface are two separate processes communicating
through a protocol. Then we describe three high-level features: proof-by-pointing, script
management, and textual explanation. Altogether, they take advantage of the underlying
architecture and yield a more user-friendly proof environment.
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1. Introduction
It is our belief that proof systems will become an important component of future software
and hardware system developments. So far, theorem proving has been limited to experts,
who are ready to make the eort to learn the behavior of proof systems and their arcane
notations. Integrating such systems in user-friendly environments is crucial if run-of-the-
mill software engineers are to use these tools on a daily basis.
Theorem proving is a highly interactive activity for which building a complete interface
is not a trivial task. The dialog between the user and the system deals with high level
objects such as tactics and proofs. It should benet from all the modern user interface
technologies (windowing, mouse, pen, voice).
Our point is not to build a new proof system. Rather, software reuse should be opti-
mized and our user interface work is designed to adapt from one proof system to another.
Software reuse can be achieved in one of the following ways:
 by linking together two components; one that is specialized in proof management
and one that is specialized in user interface,
 by having two programs dialog using a protocol where one program manages the
proof and the other manages the user interface.
The rst solution results in a big monolithic program. If the whole program is written
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in a general purpose programming language, then the language may not be suited for
one of the two components. For example in .Jones et al. (1991), the authors justify the
use of the language SmallTalk for implementing the system Mural only in terms of user
interface capabilities. Alternatively, dierent programming languages are linked together
and, in this case, the resulting system is dicult to port and maintain.
The results we are going to present in this paper will instead be based on communicat-
ing programs. This technique enables us to reuse existing software, as can be shown by
the number of proof systems to which we have been able to adapt user interfaces (some
of these interfaces are no longer maintained): Amy Felty’s theorem prover .(Felty, 1989),
HOL .(Gordon and Melham, 1993), Isabelle .(Paulson and Nipkow, 1994), LEGO .(Luo
and Pollack, 1992), and Coq .(Dowek et al., 1993).
We take advantage of the similarity between constructing proofs and constructing
programs. We have used the Centaur system .(Borras et al., 1988), a programming en-
vironment generator, for designing the user interface. The basic function of this system
is interactive structure manipulation. The main data structures are trees. The system
provides ways to specify languages as sets of trees, methods for constructing such trees
(parsing), methods for displaying them (formatting), and methods for their semantic
manipulation. On the interactive side, the Centaur system provides graphical windows
where the user can manipulate trees, printed as formulae or expressions, by pointing at
them with the mouse and applying editing commands on the selected expressions.
Aside from using separate processes for proof manipulation and the user interface, the
main idea is that structure manipulation is a must in user interfaces. In the remainder
of this paper, we rst describe the basic components of user interfaces: communication
protocols, graphical displaying and formatting tools, and structure editing capabilities.
Then, we describe advanced concepts for user-friendly interfaces. These advanced con-
cepts address three common issues for users of interactive proof assistants. The rst
concept, proof-by-pointing, is concerned with inputting the basic commands. It shows
that in the domain of proof manipulation, the mouse can be used to guide a symbolic
system in a much more clever way than with a simple push-button user interface. The
second concept, script management, is concerned with the support that can be given
to a user who tries dierent solutions to a problem and wants to record his successful
attempts. The third concept, textual explanation of proof, provides support to a user who
wants to produce documents from his proofs that any mathematician can read, even a
mathematician who does not know the specic proof system used to mechanically verify
the proofs.
1.1. an example .
To give a feel for the functionalities that can be provided in the user interfaces we
envision, we are going to follow a sample session with the CtCoq system, which is built
on top of the Coq system .(Dowek et al., 1993). This proof system enables one to state
denitions and to perform goal directed proofs where one states an initial goal that can
be transformed into simpler subgoals using commands called tactics. This proof system
is based on type theory and the proofs themselves are represented by typed -terms.
When the system is started, a window appears on the screen. This window is composed
of ve areas that can be seen in Figure 1:
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Figure 1. . The CtCoq main window.
Figure 2. . Selecting an expression for proof-by-pointing.
.
1 the topmost area contains a menubar with access to a variety of editing and visu-
alizing commands,
2 the next area is a command area, where the user can edit and visualize commands,
3 the next area is a row of tools that control the interaction with the proof system,
4 the next area is a state area, where the formulae that remain to be proved are
displayed during goal directed proofs,
5 the lowest area is a context area, where the results of searches in the proof system’s
database are displayed.
Figure 1 gives an example of the content of this window when the user is in the
middle of entering a formula to prove. The command Require Reals has already been
sent to the proof system, and this is made visible to the user by a darker background.
The second command, which starts with Goal, is currently being edited. The editing
is structured: whenever the user clicks somewhere, it is not a single character that is
selected, but an entire expression. Currently, the user selected a place-holder : FORMULA.
This represents a hole in the formula. There are two ways to edit a hole. In text-editing
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Figure 3. . Result of the proof-by-pointing action of Figure 2.
mode the formula can be input character by character. In structured-editing mode one
can use tree manipulating commands that are available in the Edit and Editing-Tools
menus provided in the menu bar. When an expression is edited as text, it is presented with
only plain ASCII characters. However, when an expression is manipulated as a structure,
the display machinery can pretty-print it using a rich character set. For instance, symbols
for negation, :, existential quantication, 9, and square root, p, appear in our example.
After sending the completed Goal command to the proof system, the user enters a
goal directed proof mode, where the proof system maintains a list of current goals, on
which the user can act with a set of predened commands. Obviously, these commands
can be entered by structure and text editing exactly like the rst command. But the
interaction can be more eective using the functionality we call proof-by-pointing, where
the user selects important expressions in the goal formula to guide the proof process.
For example, Figure 2 describes the case where one wants to use the assumption that
there exists a p such that y = 2 p (this assumption is named H 0 in our example where
assumptions are listed under a horizontal line) to replace the occurrences of y by the
corresponding 2p in the conclusion of the same goal (conclusions of goals appear above
the horizontal line). This operation is simply requested by clicking with the mouse on the
y that appears in reverse video in the State area in Figure 2. The result of this operation
is shown in Figure 3: a new constant p has been added, along with an assumption named
E that states that y = 2 p and rewriting is performed in the goal formula. Notice that
the bound variable \p" in the conclusion has been renamed p0.
When a proof is complete, the Coq system builds a typed -term that represents the
complete derivation of the statement. This -term represents all the basic inferences used
in the proof and it is quite hard to read, mainly because these inferences are encoded
in the constructs of -calculus. However, the structure-oriented interface makes it pos-
sible to annotate the -term and recover the intuitive meaning of the term. Figure 4
gives an example of such a decoration. In this Figure, the two windows show dierent
presentations of the same proof object. The topmost window uses a textual form, where
reasoning constructs are described by sentences in \pseudo natural language" form. The
bottom window uses a mathematical form which is closer to the usual -calculus. In both
windows, the same sub-expression is selected and displayed with a darker background.
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Figure 4. . Textual presentation of a proof.
1.2. related work
This paper sums up the work realized by the authors and members of their team
over several years. In particular, .Thery et al. (1992) describe the basic principles of this
research: we do not develop a new proof system but we provide a separate user interface,
built with tools provided in programming environments. This approach is signicantly
dierent from the approaches found in many other implementations of graphical user
interfaces for proof systems where the user interface and the logical engine are integrated
together. Examples of such systems are .Constable et al. (1986), .Ritchie (1988), .Grin
(1988), .Jones et al. (1991), and .Caferra and Herment (1995). In this respect, the closest
experiments to ours may be the logical framework ALF described in .Magnusson and
Nordstro¨m (1994), the lightweight proof assistant Jape described in .Bornat and Sufrin
(1994), and the graphical interface TkHOL for the proof system HOL described in .Syme
(1995), where the proof engine and the user interface are separate processes.
Other theorem provers only provide crude user interfaces, rarely going beyond exten-
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sible pretty-printing and parsing. Users are then left on their own to nd or implement
some support. A signicant advance in this respect is provided by the extensible and pro-
grammable text editor Emacs .(Cameron and Rosenblatt, 1991), with its shell-buffer
functionality, that makes it possible to record all traces of interaction with the proof
system in a le. Also, shortcuts for frequent interaction patterns can be implemented as
macros or menu options. For example, the PVS system .(Shankar et al., 1993) uses the
Emacs approach for its user interface. However, this approach lacks support for manip-
ulating the inherent structure of logical formulae and commands, which is pervasive in
our work. Still, our approach is close in spirit to the Emacs approach in the sense that
we attempt to be generic and develop tools that will apply to many proof systems.
2. Architecture
In this section we describe the main components that must be present to provide
powerful user interfaces. We concentrate on communication protocols, graphical toolkits,
layout mechanisms, and structure manipulation. While these components were devel-
oped independently from the issue of implementing user interfaces for proof systems, we
highlight those features of these components that are essential in our experiments.
Our method for building user interfaces follows the ideas presented in .Clement (1990)
and .Clement et al. (1991). An interface is a network of cooperating components that
communicate by broadcasting messages. This model promotes modularity in the design
of the user interface. When adding a new interactive object, all that matters is the
messages that the object can emit or receive. In this model, the proof engine is just one
of the components of the network even though it is an important provider and receiver
of messages.
We use Sophtalk .(Jacobs et al., 1993) to implement the network descriptions and the
protocols devised in .Dery and Rideau (1994) to give us a simple mechanism to encapsulate
any process as an object of the network. A central aspect of the protocols is to make
it possible to transmit structured data. This is necessary if we want the user interface
to manipulate objects such as formulae, sequents, or proof trees. Structured objects are
sent as typed trees, that is, trees belonging to a particular abstract syntax.
The link between the prover and its interface uses Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) sockets. From the prover side, establishing this link is made easier by simply
encapsulating this process in a service provider that just takes the process’ standard input
and output and provides TCP sockets to all the clients. Then in all our experiments, we
had only to modify slightly the toplevel loop of the prover so that the output follows a
simple ASCII protocol. In particular, data output is performed by a postx traversal of
the data structure that we implemented.
Protocols of this kind are also used for computer algebra systems .(Kajler, 1992) to
communicate data between a computer algebra system and a plotter, a code generator,
or between several computer algebra systems, in order to use best the capabilities pro-
vided by the various systems. In this area, authors like .Gray et al. (1994) have proposed
optimized protocols to exchange data. In order to reduce the size of the messages, one
of the main optimizations is to express the sharing of subexpressions in the protocols.
In our application, it appears that the largest data that we need to transmit is mainly
the data that is built interactively. So the size of messages can be reduced by sending
incremental updates.
To achieve incrementality, it is necessary to compute the dierence between formulae
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before and after each proof step. Ideally, the proof engine could compute this dier-
ence simultaneously with the new data and communicate only the dierence. This kind
of communication using changes exists in the ALF system. Most of the time, however,
proof systems are not so cooperative and dierence information has to be recovered a
posteriori using a tree dierentiation algorithm. The complexity of general dierentiation
algorithms is at least quadratic in the size of the compared data. However, most com-
mands act on the state of the proof system in a very systematic way: these commands
work on goal directed proofs and it is usually trivial to detect that these commands act
on only one goal, although the state of the proof system may be represented by a large
list of goals. The proof system may also give information that can be used as a summary
to avoid comparing data that is predictably dierent. For example, in Coq .(Dowek et
al., 1993), LEGO .(Luo and Pollack, 1992), and PVS .(Shankar et al., 1993) assumptions
are given names which do not change between successive states, so that it is usually
relevant to drop the comparison between two assumptions that have a dierent name.
In our experiments, these properties have been sucient to reduce the complexity of the
dierentiation algorithm making incremental updates worth using.
2.1. multiple aspects for multiple objects
Proof systems are manipulating dierent kinds of objects. Typically, a prover will have
objects that represent knowledge (the set of known denitions and theorems), proofs,
and commands.
Because these objects are inherently dierent, it is natural to reflect the diversity of
objects in the interface by means of dedicated windows. For example, the knowledge of the
system is organized in theories that can be viewed as a directed graph. Also commands
are usually constructed and kept in a persistent script, so textual editors are needed.
For a single object, there may also exist several possible representations, that may or
may not co-exist simultaneously in the interface. For example, in our experiment dierent
presentations of proof objects have been proposed: either as a  term to be inserted in
the command language, as a two-dimensional proof-tree, or as a natural language text.
Design guidelines have to be followed to avoid the anarchy that can result from such
composite interfaces. One needs to structure the interface by grouping objects related
to the same activity, and to keep some uniform representation for the same object in
dierent views.
For example, we can describe the construction panel in Figure 5 presented in the
Section 1.1. The panel is composed of ve dierent components, listed from top to bottom:
1 a menubar,
2 a script editor,
3 a row of control buttons,
4 a subgoal view,
5 a view that displays result-to-theorem database queries.
The composition of this panel follows directly from the activity of this window which is
to build proofs. First of all, the script is a linear structure where every new command
is added at the end of the script. So user attention will be concentrated around the
bottom part of the editor. It is then natural to put buttons, such as Quit or Abort below
the script rather than in the menubar or on the side of the window. Similarly, the goal
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Figure 5. . A composite window
window that can be used for constructing new commands in the script is added after the
buttons.
In the same spirit, subgoals are presented with the conclusion that has to be proved
rst and below the list of local assumptions. As theorems in Coq can be used on a
subgoal like any local assumptions, it is also natural to put the view containing theorems
below the assumptions and to present theorems like assumptions.
Uniformity must also appear in the use of the mouse and keyboard inputs. For instance,
the behavior of the mouse buttons is the same throughout the various components of
this composite window.
3. Display and Manipulation
3.1. display mechanism
Displaying objects in the context of a theorem prover is a challenging task. Proofs
manipulate mathematical objects that have well established and demanding typographic
conventions. The display mechanism also needs to be customizable, so that users can
adapt fonts and colors to their taste, and extensible, so that users who create new ob-
jects can associate their own graphical representation. Also, some operations such as
navigating inside large proof trees or designating a subgoal or the portion of the goal,
on which a command has to be applied, are naturally expressed by pointing with the
nger, the pen, or the mouse on a particular region of the displayed objects. Providing
such capabilities requires not only displaying objects but also keeping links between the
graphical representation and the structure of the objects. Finally, proofs and theories
are objects that are progressively rened in the interaction process between the prover
and the user. From our experiments, the naive approach of recomputing the layout after
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each step leads to an interface that becomes slower and slower as the proof progresses.
So, some incrementality has to be integrated to the display mechanism in order to avoid
recomputing the layout of unchanged parts of the modied object.
Research in the generation of programming environments .(Borras et al., 1988; Reps and
Teitelbaum, 1988) has proposed solutions to similar problems. One of the contributions
of our work has been to show that these solutions are directly applicable to the generation
of interfaces for proof systems. In our approach, we follow .Borras et al. (1988) and use the
formalism called PPML to express the layout of structured data. A PPML description denes
a mapping between data structures and their layout structures. It is composed of a set of
rules. Each rule associates a pattern that lters the data with a layout description. For
instance, the following rule describes the layout of a binary operator. The text between
brackets < and > describes the line-breaking strategy and the class mechanism is used to
describe a change of font or color.
binop(op "plus", *x, *y)−! [<hov 1,1,0> *x in class = operator :"+" *y];
A rule is triggered if it is the rst in the list to match the current data. The layout
description is given in a box style. The benets of this approach are immediate.
 The engine that interprets PPML descriptions is a reusable component; so a lot of
eort has been put into making it robust and ecient.
 Customization is provided by hooking attributes on the boxes of the PPML descrip-
tion. Attribute names are then used to retrieve specic graphical resources such as
font or background and foreground colors from a resource le.
 Extensibility is provided through easy ways to compose several pretty-printing spec-
ications, to modify a sub-specication, and to recompile it. In practice, when users
want to add a new notation they have to edit a few lines of code and they can in-
teractively test their modications.
 Selections with the mouse are automatically translated from coordinates in the
window to a subterm of the data structure.
 Incrementality is free. Any modication on the data is automatically propagated
in terms of updates in the box structure so that the graphical representation can
be incrementally updated.
3.2. manipulation .
In this section, we describe tools that have been implemented around the notion of
abstract syntax. These tools encompass various ways of manipulating data: top-down
construction of commands by templates, menu-directed interactive transformations based
on rewriting, textual editing, and we show how these dierent points of view can collabor-
ate eciently. At the end of the section, we discuss design decisions when designing an
abstract syntax to make these tools easy to implement and to use, and we present the
interaction of abstract syntax and type discipline.
The user interface process is based on editing windows where manipulations are per-
formed at the tree or structured data level. An abstract syntax describes how to construct
structured data for commands and logical formulae. It consists of sorts and operators.
Operators represent primitive tree patterns, while sorts represent tree categories, like
commands or logical formulae. Each sort is dened as the set of head operators accepted
for trees in this sort. Each operator is dened by its name and an arity, a function that
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maps the rank of the children to the sort allowed for each child. An extra operator that
belongs to all the sorts is automatically added to represent holes in incomplete trees.
Editing windows restrict the user operations to only construct syntactically correct
trees. For any position in the tree, computing syntactic constraints is done by looking at
the operator above that position, and looking up the sort associated to that position’s
rank in the operator’s arity.
Usual operations such as copying a tree, inserting an element in a list, and replacement
are provided by the Centaur system. All editing operations are performed with respect
to the currently selected expression. . We also experimented with a less commonplace
operation called auto-clip that performs tree substitution using two mouse buttons. One
button enables users to move the current selection around the window and the other
enables them to choose a value to replace the current selection. When connected with an
automatic jump to the next hole to ll in, this capability has proven to be a very ecient
tool for quickly constructing a command by using parts from previous commands in the
script. Notice that this capability is safer than the standard X copy-and-paste because
most of the wrong manipulations are automatically ruled out by the requirement that
the two expressions that are selected have to be of the same sort. This kind of control
leads to quicker interaction as syntactic errors are detected earlier.
Every time the current selection is moved, it also updates the current sort for that
position and various tools can use this information. With the current sort mechanism,
Centaur provides generic menus that propose tree construction and transformation pat-
terns to the user. The user can select a pattern either with the mouse or with a keyboard
sequence. Designing the set of available patterns has been an important part of our design
activity. These menus can be tuned to specic classes of users. To dene new patterns,
we use a language of rewrite rules. For instance, the following two rules describe basic
transformations.
’Intro’ : {TACTIC}
*x --> intro(*id) ;
’and1’ : {FORMULA}
*x --> and(*x,*y) ;
Identiers starting with a star denote variable components. The rst rule performs simple
template directed editing while the second rule performs a transformation that adds an
and construct around the selected formula. These rules are available to the user only
when pertinent, that is, when the currently selected expression belongs in the TACTIC
or FORMULA sorts.
Beginner users will need menus that describe the complete set of commands available
in the system. Expert users will prefer complex menus adapted to specic mathemati-
cal domains, like group theory or program verication, or to specic modes of activity,
like proof search or theory re-engineering. To make this variety of menus possible, it is
important to have a formalism to describe menus and to have the possibility to have
several menus at a time on the screen (one for general use and one for specic tasks).
This multiplicity of context help is possible thanks to the use of the broadcast approach
of the Sophtalk system .(Jacobs et al., 1993) that underlies our architecture.
When dening the formal languages to represent logical formulae and commands, there
is a tradeo between the power of this system of menus and the simplicity of the formal
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languages. Formal languages can be made very simple by externalizing the operators:
every construct of the language is represented by the application of a function to a list of
arguments. With this kind of encoding, the language is very simple and easily extensible.
But it also contains very few sorts and therefore menus will be able to provide very little
context help. On the other hand, the formal language can be made very sophisticated by
using dierent operators for all the constructs of the language. In this case, the language
becomes more rigid and harder to maintain, but the assistance given to users through the
sort driven menus is more ecient, since the language provides a wider variety of sorts.
Note that a way to recapture pertinent menus with extensible grammar is to use type
information. For example .Magnusson and Nordstro¨m (1994) describe the implementation
of type-driven menus. While we have developed similar menus for specic user interfaces
like the one for the logical framework Isabelle, more experiments are needed in order
to understand to what extent this capability could be provided in a generic way.
Menu driven editing should only be one of several ways to enter data, and users should
have the possibility of simply typing in text. More generally, users should be able to select
any subexpression, modify its textual representation, parse the new version, and replace
the subexpression by the new value, provided it still makes sense from a syntactical
point of view. In our experiments, we have included this functionality with little eort,
the only component to provide being the parser for subexpressions. As a side eect,
we also inherit the communication with other applications through the X copy-and-
paste mechanism. Users are then free to mix structured editing with character based
editing. This is a signicant improvement compared with related works where either only
structured editing is available (such as in the Nuprl interface) or only textual editing is
available (the most common situation).
4. Proof-by-Pointing .
In goal-directed proof engines, the user can attack a new theorem by giving its state-
ment as a goal and applying commands to break down the goal into simpler subgoals,
until all the subgoals are solved. In the function we call proof-by-pointing .(see Bertot et
al., 1994), the goals output by the proof engine are used to generate new commands to
reduce these goals. While the menus presented in Section 3.2 use a very limited notion of
context, restricted to the sort of the current selection in the main window, the guidance
provided by proof-by-pointing is more sensitive to the actual state of the proof system.
Proof-by-pointing is only one way to interact with the proof engine, and one should keep
in mind that users may still use other kinds of commands, possibly very powerful ones
like decision procedures. Proof-by-pointing is only there to ensure that the basic inference
steps that users must do to prepare the ground for a decision procedure can easily be
made.
The basic idea of proof-by-pointing is that selecting a position in a goal formula can be
interpreted as a command to bring the selected subformula to the surface of the goal. To
describe this algorithm we present it as an operational interpretation of Gentzen’s rules
for natural deduction, based on an annotated version of these rules. In this section, we
give an example of the benets that can be obtained from this functionality and we give
a short presentation of the proof-by-pointing algorithm. Then we discuss two important
issues: controlling the number of assumptions and extending the algorithm to new logical
connectives.
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4.1. an example
Consider the following rst order logic goal formula, G0 , where a and b are individuals
and p and q are predicate symbols:
(G0) (p(a) _ q(b)) ^ (8x p(x)  q(x))  (9x q(x))
Formula G0 can be paraphrased in prose as: if we know that either p is veried for a or
q is veried for b, and that for all x, if p is veried for x then q is veried for the same
x, then there exists an x for which property q is veried.
The proof of this fact examines the two cases involved in the formula p(a) _ q(b). In
the case where p(a) holds, we use the fact 8x p(x)  q(x) to deduce q(a). Then a is a
witness to prove 9x q(x) in that case. In the second case q(b) holds, so the witness b is
directly available.
To steer the computer toward the proof, the user points to subformula p(a) with the
mouse. As it occurs within expression p(a)_q(b), this indicates interest in a case analysis.
The proof state changes to include two new subgoals G1 and G2 :
(G1) p(a); p(a) _ q(b); (p(a) _ q(b)) ^ (8x p(x)  q(x)) ‘ 9x q(x)
(G2) q(b); p(a) _ q(b); (p(a) _ q(b)) ^ (8x p(x)  q(x)) ‘ 9x q(x)
In our notation, the turnstile symbol ‘ separates the local assumptions from the con-
clusion in a subgoal, and assumptions are separated by commas. Naturally, assumptions
that are local to a subgoal can only be used to prove this subgoal’s conclusion.
The user is free to carry on working with subgoal G1 or G2 , although G1 should be
emphasized since p(a) rather than q(b) was pointed at initially. In G1 , since p(a) and
8x p(x)  q(x) hold one can deduce q(a). This inference step is requested by pointing at
subexpression p(x) in G1, meaning, prove an instance of p(x) and deduce the correspond-
ing instance of q(x). In the proof state, subgoal G1 is replaced by G3 :
(G3) q(a); p(a); p(a) _ q(b); (p(a) _ q(b)) ^ (8x p(x)  q(x)) ‘ 9x q(x)
Now subgoal G3 can easily be dealt with. The fact q(a) appears in the assumptions and
we need to prove 9x q(x). The user simply selects q(x) behind the existential quantier
in G3 with the intended meaning there is a witness for x in the assumptions of this goal
that allows one to prove q(x). Subgoal G3 vanishes and only G2 remains. Subgoal G2 is
handled in an identical fashion and vanishes as well. As no subgoals remain to be proved,
the result is established.
Throughout this example, the meaning of mouse designation is not ad hoc. In goal G0,
the rst mouse click designates the expression p(a). The location of this expression can
be described in three steps, beginning in G0 :
1. to the left of an implication symbol (denoted by ),
2. to the left of a conjunction symbol (denoted by ^),
3. to the left of a disjunction symbol (denoted by _).
When pointing at p(a), each one of these facts is exploited in turn:
1. the antecedent of the implication is added as an assumption,
2. the left part of the conjunction is extracted and added as an assumption,
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3. two subgoals corresponding to the two cases in the disjunction are created, with
either disjunct as additional assumption; the goal created by the left disjunct is
emphasized.
The second mouse click is simpler to explain. In goal G1 , the second mouse click points
at expression p(x). This expression occurs in an assumption and:
1. to the right of a conjunction symbol,
2. within a universally quantied expression,
3. to the left of an implication symbol.
As a consequence, pointing at p(x) directs the computer to:
1. extract the right conjunct,
2. nd a proof of p(x) for some x,
3. add a new assumption q(x) for the same x, creating G3.
The last two mouse clicks are even simpler. In goals G3, and similarly in goal G2,
the user points at q(x) in the conclusion of the goal, within the existentially quantied
formula. In both cases, the system looks through the assumptions to see if an instance
of q(x) is directly provable. In both cases it is successful, so the goals are eliminated.
This nishes our informal presentation of the proof-by-pointing algorithm, which can
be summarized by the rules given in Figure 6. These rules follow Gentzen’s presentation
of logical deduction .(Szabo, 1969). Each rule has two parts separated by an horizontal
bar: a list of sequents, the premises, and a single sequent, the conclusion. The intuitive
meaning is that a goal that matches the conclusion of the rule can be proved if the cor-
responding premises can be proved. Thus, rules can be used to reduce goals to simpler
goals. Any goal can be closed (i.e., considered solved) if its conclusion (the formula at
the right of the ‘ symbol) occurs in the list of assumptions (the formulae at the left). To
describe proof-by-pointing, these rules have been annotated with boxes that indicate the
part of the goal that contains the currently selected expression. When this expression is a
complete assumption or the complete conclusion of a goal, then the algorithm constructs
a command that attempts to close the goal using the selected assumption when one is
selected or any assumption that matches when the conclusion is selected. When the cur-
rently selected expression is a proper subexpression of an assumption or the conclusion,
the algorithm applies the appropriate rule from Figure 6. New goals corresponding to the
premises of the rule will be created and there will be a residual of the currently selected
expression in one of these goals. The algorithm repeats, recursively, its operation with
this new goal and this new currently selected expression. The termination of the algo-
rithm is ensured by the fact that the depth of the currently selected expression decreases
at each recursive call of the algorithm.
From a practical point of view, the context also contains all the theorems that have
already been proved, and proof-by-pointing can also be used on the statements of these
theorems, as if they were plain assumptions. Note that this is reflected in the organization
of windows in Figure 1 where the window containing the results of lookups in the proof
system theorem database is placed next to the list of assumption of the goal.
This presentation of the proof-by-pointing algorithm as an annotation of Gentzen’s
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^ left1 :
A ;B ;A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
^ right1 :
Γ ‘ A Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A ^ B
^ left2 :
A; B ;A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
^ right2 :
Γ ‘ A Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A ^ B
_ left1 :
A ;A _ B ;Γ ‘ C B ;A _ B ;Γ ‘ C
A _ B ;Γ ‘ C
_ right1 :
Γ ‘ A
Γ ‘ A _ B
_ left2 :
A;A _ B ;Γ ‘ C B ;A _ B ;Γ ‘ C
A _ B ;Γ ‘ C
_ right2 :
Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A _ B
 left1 :
A  B ;Γ ‘ A B ;A  B ;Γ ‘ C
A  B ;Γ ‘ C
 right1 :
A ;Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A  B
 left2 :
A  B ;Γ ‘ A B ;A  B ;Γ ‘ C
A  B ;Γ ‘ C
 right2 :
A;Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A  B
8 left :
A[xne] ;8x A;Γ ‘ C
8x A ;Γ ‘ C
8 right :
Γ ‘ A[xnc]
Γ ‘ 8x A
9 left :
A[xnc] ;9x A;Γ ‘ C
9x A ;Γ ‘ C
9 right :
Γ ‘ A[xne]
Γ ‘ 9x A
Figure 6. .Rules of proof-by-pointing.
rules for LJ, the rules for intuitionistic logic, seems to imply that the algorithm is re-
stricted to this kind of logic. Extension to classical logic is simply done by considering
the principle of the excluded middle as a theorem, whose statement is 8P:P _ :P . This
theorem can be used at any time, like any other theorem.
What appears directly from this example is that any ecient use of this algorithm
relies on the possibility of displaying logical formulae in windows that are sensitive to
mouse clicks and to make it possible to know the selected expressions. These windows
are used like menus, except that they do not provide a xed number of options. In fact,
almost every single node in the tree representation of the goals corresponds to a dierent
option in the menu.
4.2. controlling the growth of local contexts
The algorithm given in the previous section has the flaw of producing a large number of
assumptions at each proof step. This comes from the fact that no rule actually removes
assumptions from the context. In .Bertot et al. (1994), we propose a \linear" form of
the algorithm that destroys assumptions that are used during the development of the
algorithm. This linear algorithm is an overkill: some proofs are no longer possible because
assumptions that would have been used twice are destroyed at the rst occasion. The
conclusion in .Bertot et al. (1994) is that this linear algorithm should be used only as a
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^ left1 :
A ;B ;Γ ‘ C
A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
^ right1 :
Γ ‘ A Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A ^ B
^ left2 :
A; B ;Γ ‘ C
A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
^ right2 :
Γ ‘ A Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A ^ B
_ left1 :
A ;Γ ‘ C B ;Γ ‘ C
A _ B ;Γ ‘ C
_ right1 :
Γ ‘ A
Γ ‘ A _ B
_ left2 :
A;Γ ‘ C B ;Γ ‘ C
A _ B ;Γ ‘ C
_ right2 :
Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A _ B
 left1 :
A  B ;Γ ‘ A B ;Γ ‘ C
A  B ;Γ ‘ C
 right1 :
A ;Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A  B
 left2 :
A  B ;Γ ‘ A B ;Γ ‘ C
A  B ;Γ ‘ C
 right2 :
A;Γ ‘ B
Γ ‘ A  B
8 left :
A[xne] ?;8x A;Γ ‘ C
8x A ;Γ ‘ C
8 right :
Γ ‘ A[xnc]
Γ ‘ 8x A
9 left :
A[xnc] ;Γ ‘ C
9x A ;Γ ‘ C
9 right :
Γ ‘ A[xne]
Γ ‘ 9x A
Figure 7. .Rules with consumption marks.
complement to the regular algorithm, leaving the user with the dicult task of choosing
the right behavior at the right moment.
A simple improvement is to destroy any assumptions that are not absolutely needed in
further reasoning. In some rules, the assumption that is used should always be destroyed,
because newly created assumptions contain more information. In other rules newly cre-
ated assumptions should be marked as consumable, also because some other assumption
contains more information.
To represent formally this new variant of the algorithm, we can take the rules of Fig-
ure 6 and modify them either by removing unnecessary assumptions, or by adding an
annotation indicating when assumptions will be amenable for destruction. This annota-
tion, a star (?), can be interpreted this way: if the proof-by-pointing algorithm terminates
directly after using the rule that introduces the star, the assumption should be kept in
the context. Otherwise, the next recursive step of the algorithm should destroy this as-
sumption. We give the rules for this variant of the algorithm in Figure 7, where rules
that are consumable are annotated with a star.
These rules deserve a few comments. First, there is an alternative form for the ^left
rules:
^ left 01 :
A
?
;A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
^ left 02 :
B
?
;A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
A ^ B ;Γ ‘ C
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In this variant, the non-boxed part of the used conjunct is not added to the context
in the premise. Since it is not possible to regenerate the original conjunct from the
other assumptions, then this conjunct must be in the new context. But now, the new
assumption can be regenerated from the conjunct and it can be marked as consumable.
Experience with many users has shown that the variant given in Figure 7 is more natural:
once a conjunction has been broken into pieces to get one component, it does not feel
natural to have to redo the operation to get the other component. However, this variant
breaks the usual similarities between conjunction and \for all" quantication on one
side and disjunction and \there exists" quantication on the other. The rules ^left 01 and
^left 02 would have retained these similarities better.
Another comment is related to the implementation of proof-by-pointing when the proof
system gives names to assumptions and prevents the user from using the same name twice
in the local context, as in Coq .(Dowek et al., 1993). The proof-by-pointing algorithm
creates assumptions and destroys them so that some of these assumptions may never be
shown to the user. It also occurs that some commands generated by proof-by-pointing
are applicable at several places during a proof. Users may nd it useful to just copy and
paste these commands to re-use them. When this happens, the names of assumptions
sometimes clash with the names already existing in the context. The problem can be
reduced (but not completely resolved), if the algorithm makes sure that assumptions,
which are created and directly destroyed, are named in a dierent name space. For
example, the implementation of the proof-by-pointing algorithm that we devised for the
Coq proof system generates names for hypotheses by concatenating a radix and an index.
For those assumptions that are known to be consumed, the algorithm uses a dierent
radix.
4.3. extending the algorithm to new logical operators
Most proof systems have a capability to dene new logical connectors. This function-
ality must be matched by a capability to add rules for proof-by-pointing. We propose
a table driven algorithm. Obviously, the elements in the table should correspond to the
rules of Figure 7. Each rule in the table must provide the following data:
 a flag b indicating whether the rule is a left or a right rule, that is, whether the rule
works in the conclusion of a goal or in its context.
 a pattern P that must match the head of the goal assumption or conclusion for the
rule to be applicable,
 a path p that must match the head of the path to the currently selected expression,
 the command pattern C that will perform the rule, that is, the command pattern
that will provoke the replacement of the goal by the goals corresponding to the
premises of the rule,
 a path pc in C indicating where the command generated by the recursive call of
the proof-by-pointing algorithm should be inserted.
 a tuple (Fr; pr; br) giving the pattern of the premise that contains the box, the
path to the box in that premise, and a flag indicating whether the formula is an
assumption or the conclusion (r stands for recursive call).
Aside from the table containing these rules, the proof-by-pointing algorithm receives
three arguments: the formula f where the selection occurred, the path to the currently
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selected position in that formula pf , and a flag indicating whether this position is in an
assumption or not bf . The algorithm works as follows.
1 Find the entry in the table that will be applied. This entry is such that f = (P )
for some substitution  and p is the head of the path pf . Compute the path p0f such
that pf = p+ p0f where ‘+’ is the natural concatenation operation on paths.
2 Call recursively the algorithm on the formula (Fr) the path pr + p0f , and the flag
br. This returns a command C 0.
3 Return the command C[pc  C 0].
Each proof-by-pointing rule R can be implemented as a partial function fR on tuples
(formula, path, function), where formula and path describe the position that was selected,
and where function is a partial function that is called on the new premise with the new
path and that returns a command. In case of success, the function fR returns the complete
command. The parameter function acts as a continuation. In all generality, this function
does not need to correspond to the recursive call of the proof-by-pointing algorithm, so
that it is possible to replace it by any other function capable of creating a command from
a formula. This remark is the basis for another extension to proof-by-pointing that we
call point and shoot (see section 4.4).
Thus, the whole proof-by-pointing algorithm is implemented by a function fpbp that
repeatedly calls all the functions fR with itself (fpbp) as a third argument. The functions
fR check whether the rule matches and call recursively fpbp with a new formula and a
new path. The termination of the proof-by-pointing algorithm, as presented in .Bertot et
al. (1994), is ensured by the fact that the path length decreases at each recursive call.
For the extensible algorithm, termination is no longer ensured, because the new path
pr + p0f may be longer than the old one pf . In the current implementation, we have
decided to trust the users who add new proof-by-pointing rules to make sure that these
rules actually perform recursive calls on arguments that decrease in some way.
To implement the separation of name spaces described in the previous section, it is also
necessary to run a second pass on the produced command. This pass detects the names
that are both created and destroyed in the command and performs an -conversion on
these names.
4.4. extending the algorithm to new commands .
The proof-by-pointing algorithm terminates when no rule matches the formula and
path given as arguments, most often because the path has been reduced to length 0.
When this happens, the algorithm must provide a command that will be called on the
last produced subgoal. To generate this command there are two cases:
 the box may reappear in an assumption; in this case, the command should check
whether this assumption matches the conclusion so that the goal might be closed,
 the box may reappear in the conclusion; in this case, the command should look for
an assumption that makes it possible to close the goal.
Actually, this is only the most basic behavior. It is possible to provide a range of choices
to users, so that they also decide the function that is called at the termination of the
proof-by-pointing algorithm. This remark is the basis for point and shoot.
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When using the point and shoot behavior, users must provide both a position in a goal
and the function that will be called when the proof-by-pointing algorithm reaches that
position. Such functions can be proposed to users through a menu, or, as we did in our
proof environment for Coq, through a variety of key bindings.
The set of available shoot functions is extensible. Three examples of such functions are
the functions for point-and-reduce, point-and-apply, and point-and-rewrite, that can be
implemented in the proof environment for Coq.
 The shoot function for point-and-reduce is used to unfold the denition of a function.
It returns the command ‘Red’ if the box is in a goal’s conclusion and the command
‘Red in H’ if the command is in an assumption named H.
 The shoot function for point-and-apply is used to apply a universally quantied
formula. It fails if the box is in a goal’s conclusion and returns the command
‘Apply H with value_for_y1 ... value_for_yp’ if the the box is in an assump-
tion of the form
H : 8x1 : : :8xn:P1)    ) Pn) Q;
where y1, . . . , yp are the variables among x1, . . . , xn that do not occur in Q.
 The shoot function frewrite for point-and-rewrite is used to perform a rewriting with
an equation tk = t0k when the available assumption has the form C[tk] = C[t
0
k]
where the context C[ ] is known to be injective. The function frewrite fails if the
box is in a goal’s conclusion. When the box is in an assumption of the form
H : P = Q
there are three possible cases:
1. if the box is on P then the returned command is Rewrite -> H,
2. if the box is on Q then the returned command is Rewrite <-H,
3. if the assumption actually is of the form
H : f(t1; : : : ; tk; : : : ; tn) = f(t01; : : : ; t
0
k; : : : ; t
0
n)
and the box is either in tk (path of the form 1:k:p) or in t0k (path of the form
2:k:p). Then the function looks up in a table to nd a function projk such that
for any t1, . . . , tn one has projk(f(t1; : : : ; tk; : : : tn)) = tk and it returns the
command
Specialize f_equal with f := projk; Intro H’;commandrec
where commandrec is the result of recursively calling frewrite on an assumption
of the form
H0 : tk = t0k
with a path of the form 1:p or 2:p.
As can be seen from this example, shoot functions can be arbitrarily complex. Also, the
notion of procedures that use pattern matching and recursive path walk is more general
than just proof-by-pointing.
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5. Script Management
The purpose of script management is to record a clean script of the commands sent
to the proof system during a working session. Ideally, it should be possible to replay this
clean script from the initial state of the proof system and obtain the same nal state
and this replay should not provoke any errors. Most proof assistants also provide undo
and abort commands that enable users to backtrack and to discard commands that led
in a wrong direction. The clean script should also not contain commands that have been
undone. In our experiments, we have designed a script management tool that also makes
the clean script visible to the user, with undo and redo easily available by simple clicks
of the mouse.
Technologies for providing user-friendly undo have already been studied, even in multi-
user frameworks for simple text and graphics editors .(Vitter, 1984; Thimbleby, 1990).
.Leeman (1985) also studied techniques to provide undo operations in a generic way
at the level of the programming language. Our problem is slightly dierent since the
history of commands sent to the proof system is more important than the nal state
of that system (while in an editor, the only thing that matters is the nal state of the
document). Also, errors play an important role in our study, while erroneous commands
are simply not considered in usual presentations of undo mechanisms for editors. For
example, we consider cases where even undo commands may provoke an error. This
dierence is related to the apparent complexity of commands. In our work, commands
can be arbitrarily large expressions that may take a long time to prepare, while in editors
the commands considered in undo mechanisms are extremely simple: character insertions
or deletions, moves of the cursor, etc. The use of two separate processes also introduces a
delay between requests and their eects that must be taken into account. In this respect,
our problem is also related to the issue of transaction integrity in distributed databases.
In this section, we give an example of the behavior of the user interface with respect to
recording commands sent to the proof system. Then, we describe formally the properties
expected from the proof system for this behavior to make sense and we describe the
corresponding algorithm.
5.1. an example
The style of user interface we implement provides a command window where users can
edit and record the commands sent to the proof system. Inside this window, there are
four dierent regions, that can be distinguished by dierent background colors. These
regions can be named as follows.
 a nal stack region, which contains the commands that have already been executed
by the proof system (the region with a grey background in Figures 1, 2, and 3),
 a buer region, which contains the command that is currently executed by the proof
system,
 a queue region, which contains commands that are waiting their turn to be sent to
the proof system,
 a normal region, which contains commands that are being edited, but that have
not been queued for execution yet.
When the user requests that a command be executed, it is stored in the buer region
until reception of an answer from the proof engine. Depending on whether the answer is a
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result or an error, the command is taken from the buer region to the nal stack region or
back to the normal region, respectively. If there already is a command in the buer region
and the user requests the execution of another command, then this command is stored
in the queue region. When the proof engine terminates its processing of the command in
the buer region with a success, the next command in the queue region takes its place.
However, if an error occurs, all the queue region vanishes and its commands return to the
normal region. Giving the possibility of storing many commands in the queue region has
proven very useful to users who want to replay long sequences of commands, for example
when changing only slightly the statement of a theorem to prove.
When the user requests commands to be undone, the system rst removes the com-
mands in the queue region, if any. If the last requested command is in the buer region,
the undo command is kept in memory on the user-interface side until the proof engine
returns an answer. Depending on whether this answer is a result or an error, the undo
command is dropped or sent to the proof system. If the last requested command is in
the nal stack region, the undo command is sent directly to the proof engine.
Moving a command from one region to the other is not performed by actually moving
the command, but by moving the region. Commands simply change aspect depending on
the region they belong to.
The nal stack region has a read-only property. Commands in this region can be copied
to construct new commands, but they cannot be modied. This behavior prevents the
user from corrupting the session script. Thanks to this property and the careful design
of the script management algorithm, the user interface ensures that the recorded script
can be used to replay the current working session.
5.2. abstract view of the proof system
As far as scripting is concerned, a proof system has an initial state, it can receive com-
mands, emit answers, and change state. There are two kinds of answers: acknowledgments
and errors. To formally describe the problem of script management, we have the set state
of all possible states of the proof system, with a distinguished element initial state. The
proof system receives commands taken from a set command that we describe later and it
returns answers taken from a set answer = fack ; errorg. The proof system is described
by its initial state and the transition function compute:
compute : state command! answer  state
To safely remove commands that cause errors from scripts, we need to be sure that
these commands do not aect the state of the proof system, hence the following postulate:
P1(errors do not aect states) :
8s1; s2 2 state 8c 2 command compute(s1; c) = (error ; s2)) s1 = s2
Although the constraints described so far seem fairly simple, a lot of proof systems do
not satisfy this constraint. The rst rule to be violated is the constraint that the proof
system emits an acknowledgment for every command: most systems simply return the
prompt after successfully executing some commands. The second rule to be violated is
the rule that error-causing commands do not aect the state.
An undo command is often found in proof systems to allow users to discard the eect
of the last executed commands. In practice, proof engines often have two kinds of com-
mands: the ones that can be undone, and the others. From a theoretical point of view,
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this may be considered a flaw of the proof engine. For pragmatic reasons, however, it
appears that most systems present this kind of feature and so it must be accommodated.
Abstracting away from the formal language accepted by the proof engine, we consider
that there are only three constructs: do, dene, and undo, where commands that can
be undone are constructed using the function do and commands that cannot be undone
are constructed using a function dene. Still, we need to express that two do or dene
commands are dierent. We express this by stating that do and dene commands contain
some data taken from a set command contents that we leave undened. Hence, do and
dene are injective functions from command contents to command, such that no com-
mand constructed with do is equal to a command constructed with dene.
There are two possible semantics for the undo command. The rst possibility is that
this command enables the user to discard the last command, if this command can be
undone. The second possibility is that this command enables the user to discard the
last command that can be undone, even if it is not the last one. The systems Coq and
Isabelle implement the second possibility. Do commands and dene commands do not
aect the same parts of the state and it is quite easy to undo a do command without
interfering with the dene commands. This second solution is easily formalized with the
following two postulates:
P2(do then undo does nothing) :
8s1; s2; s3 2 state 8t 2 command contents
compute(s1; do(t)) = (ack ; s2) ^ compute(s2; undo) = (ack ; s3)
) s1 = s3
P3(dene and undo permute) :
8s1; s2; s3 2 state 8t 2 command contents
compute(s1; dene(t)) = (ack ; s2) ^ compute(s2; undo) = (ack ; s3)
) 9s4 2 state
compute(s1; undo) = (ack ; s4) ^ compute(s4; dene(t)) = (ack ; s3)
Note that these postulates only describe the interaction of successful commands. Error
causing commands do not need to be undone, because they did not do anything in the
rst place. Also, these postulates do not specify that the undo command should always
succeed. First, there may not be any command to undo, second some systems put a limit
on the number of undos that can be performed.
An abort command can also be found in a few proof systems. The interactive proof of a
theorem usually begins with some kind of start command, where the user gives the state-
ment to prove, then there are a few commands to perform the proof (usually undoable
commands, since the search for the proof may require several trials), and it nishes with
some saving command, which denes the statement as a new theorem. In the middle of
such a proof attempt, the abort command enables the user to discard completely this
proof attempt. This is useful when one discovers that the statement cannot be proved.
There may be several variants, depending on whether it is possible to start a new proof
while one is already under way or whether dene commands are aected by the abort
command. In the following, we describe the case where it is not possible to start new
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proofs and dene commands happening in the interval between the start of the proof and
the abort command are discardedy.
To formally describe abort, we need to consider three other kinds of commands: start-
ing commands, aborting commands, and saving commands. Starting commands are con-
structed with a function
start : command contents ! command :
The abort command is represented by the object abort 2 command . The behavior of the
abort command when it succeeds is described by the following postulates:
P4(start then abort does nothing) :
8s1; s2; s3 2 state:8t 2 command contents
compute(s1; start(t)) = (ack ; s2) ^ compute(s2; abort) = (ack ; s3)
) s1 = s3
P5(do then abort cancels the do) :
8s1; s2; s3 2 state:8t 2 command contents
compute(s1; do(t)) = (ack ; s2) ^ compute(s2; abort) = (ack ; s3)
) compute(s1; abort) = (ack ; s3)
P6(dene then abort cancels the dene) :
8s1; s2; s3 2 state:8t 2 command contents
compute(s1; dene(t)) = (ack ; s2) ^ compute(s2; abort) = (ack ; s3)
) compute(s1; abort) = (ack ; s3)
For simplicity, we will consider saving commands to be mere dene commands. This does
not clash with property P6 when no abort command can succeed directly after a saving
command.
For our formal treatment, we need a clear description of what it means to execute a
list of commands. We dene the function compute list : state  command list ! state
using the following equations:
8s; s0 2 state 8c 2 command 8tl 2 command list 8a 2 answer
compute(s; c) = (a; s0)) compute list(s; [c:tl]) = compute list(s0; tl)
8s 2 state compute list(s; []) = s
5.3. a state machine for script management
For on-line script management, one wants to maintain the script of processed com-
mands and keep this script clean with respect to undo and abort while working with the
proof system. At any time, the user interface process should be able to produce the clean
script that makes it possible to reach the current state of the proof system starting from
its initial state.
To implement such a functionality, we propose a state machine that receives inputs
y This is the behavior implemented in Coq V5.8.
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coming from users or from the proof system one by one and updates its internal state
accordingly. To verify formally the correctness of this state machine, one needs to compare
three lists of commands: the commands that were issued by the user, the commands that
were actually sent to the proof assistant, and the commands that are stored in the clean
script of the session. We suppose that these commands can be extracted from the state
by a function clean script. The various criteria for correction are as follows.
1 If the state machine has received as many answers from the proof system as it has
sent commands and if the state machine has sent the list of commands l, then the
state m of the machine should have the property:
compute list(initial state; clean script(m)) = compute list(initial state; l):
2 (erroneous criterion) If the state machine has received as many answers from the
proof system as it has sent commands and if the state machine has received the list
of commands l from the user, then the same equality as above should hold.
3 The list of answers from the proof system to the list clean script(m) should contain
only acknowledgments.
4 If l is a list of proper commands that can be sent to the proof system without
raising an error and if the user requests this list of commands to the state machine,
then after the state machine receives as many answers from the proof system as
there are commands in l one should have:
clean script(m) = l:
5 If c is any command, m is a possible state of the state machine, and m0 is the state
of the machine after starting from m, receiving the request c from the user, and
receiving the corresponding answer from the proof system, one should have:
compute list(initial state; clean script(m0)) =
compute list(initial state; clean script(m) + [c]):
These criteria deserve a few comments. We will actually provide a state machine that
does not respect the second criterion, for two reasons. The rst reason is that the state
machine may have received more commands from the user than have actually been pro-
cessed by the proof system. The second reason is that the following scenario may occur:
1. the user sends several commands, assuming that they will execute without error,
2. the proof system answers that the rst command provokes an error.
In this case, there are two choices: either the state machine discards the rst command
and tries repeatedly with the following commands, maybe raising as many errors as there
are commands, or the state machine simply decides to discard all the commands. The
second solution seems more user-friendly, but it does not respect the second criterion. In
the following we describe a state machine that respects all the other criteria.
The state of this machine consists of the following elds:
 a nal stack, intended to receive the processed commands,
 a buer, intended to receive the command that is currently being processed, and
 a queue, intended to receive the commands that wait for the proof system to process
them.
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When the user requests a regular command, the state machine simply sends this com-
mand to the proof system, storing the command being processed in the buer. If more
commands arrive before the proof system completes the current one, they are stored in
the queue. Commands move from the buer to the nal stack only when they have been
duly acknowledged by the proof system. The behavior is more complicated when the
proof system answers with an error message, or when the user requests undo and abort
commands. Intuitively, undo and abort commands rst check whether the undone or
aborted commands are still in the queue. The function clean script is dened as follows:
clean script(stack ; buer ; queue) = reverse(stack)
Formally, the state machine can be described by the function
record(stack; buer ; queue; input) = (stack0; buer 0; queue0); optional command
that takes as arguments the various elds of the state given above and an input from the
user, or from the proof system, and returns a new state and the command that will be
sent to the proof system. The following equalities describe how inputs from the user are
treated.
record(s; []; []; c) = (s; [c]; []); c
record(s; [c]; q; c0) = (s; [c]; q + [c0]); none
provided c0 is a proper command
record(s; [c]; q + [c0]; undo) = (s; [c]; q); none
provided c0 is a proper command
record(s; [c]; q; undo) = (s; [c]; q + [undo]); none
provided q does not contain proper commands
record(s; [c]; q + [c0]; abort) = record(s; [c]; q; abort)
provided c0 is a do, a dene or an undo
record(s; [c]; q + [start(t)]; abort) = (s; [c]; q); none
record(s; [c]; q; abort) = (s; [c]; q + [abort])
provided q contains only abort commands
The rst equality describes the behavior of the state machine if the proof system is idle
when the user inputs a request. All the other equalities describe the cases when the proof
system is already busy. The second equality indicates that proper commands are simply
recorded in the queue. The third and fourth equalities indicate the behavior of undo
requests with respect to the queue of pending commands. In particular, undo requests
make it possible to remove any command from the queue, not just do commands. This
choice seems more user-friendly than the choice of allowing only to remove do commands,
in accordance with the behavior of the proof system. The next three commands indicate
the behavior of abort commands. Note that abort commands clear the queue up to the
last start command.
The queue always has the following shape:
queue = queuea + queueu + queuer
where queuea contains only abort commands, queueu contains only undo commands,
queuer contains only regular commands, and + represents normal sequence concatena-
tion. For this reason, the queue could also be implemented with a triple (queuer; na; nu)
where queuer only contains regular commands, na is the number of pending abort com-
mands, and nu is the number of pending undo commands.
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The reaction of the state machine to answers from the proof system uses an auxiliary
function next step that computes the next command sent to the proof system, if any:
next step(s; c:q) = (s; [c]; q); c
next step(s; []) = (s; []; []); none
The rest of the record function is described in the following equalities. At this stage,
the buer eld of the state should not be empty.
record(s; [c]; q; ack) = next step(c:s; q)
provided c is a regular command
record(c:s; [abort]; q; ack) = record(s; [abort]; q; ack)
provided c is a do or a dene
record(start(t):s; [abort]; q; ack) = next step(s; q)
record(s; [undo]; q; ack) = next step(s0; q)
where s0 equals s with the last do command removed
record(s; [c]; q; error) = (s; []; []); none
Note that when the proof system returns an error, all the commands that have been
queued by the user are discarded. This conservative solution corresponds to the assump-
tion that the user did not expect an error to occur when he started queuing several
commands.
This state machine alters in a complex fashion the interaction between the user and the
proof system. Depending on the current state of the machine, actions from the user may
have an immediate consequence on the proof system or only a delayed one. To achieve
reasonable user-friendliness, it is very important to keep the user informed of the current
state of the machine. A second aspect needs careful attention: upon receiving an error,
the state machine will discard all the commands that have been queued by the user, who
may have spent a large amount of time editing these commands. It is very important
that these commands will not be completely lost, so that the user can re-use them easily.
We solved these problems by implementing the stack, buer, and queue elds of the
state as moving regions in an editing window, where each region can be distinguished
using color. Adding a command to a region is seldom done by actually moving the
command from one place to another in the window, but most often by simply extending
the region to that expression. An exception occurs when a command is added to the stack
region: to preserve the continuity and the order of this region, the command may have
to be copied at the end of the stack. Requesting a command to be sent to the prover is
simply done by pointing at that command and clicking on the \do it" button. Depending
on the current state of the machine, the command simply takes the color of the buer or
queue region. Commands that are undone simply return to the normal color. It is then
easy to select these commands again and to click on the \do it" button to reuse these
commands.
When a large number of commands are replayed in this manner, it is reasonable to
avoid redisplaying the intermediate states during the replay. The user interface can switch
o the redisplaying of the state area while the replay is taking place and turn it back
on when the answer to the last command arrives. To distinguish between \replay" mode
and normal mode, it suces to check whether the queue eld is empty. The case where
one of the commands provokes an error deserves special care: in this case, the queue
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empties brutally and it is necessary to resynchronize the content of the state area with
the proof system. The implementation of a replay mode has signicantly improved the
proof environment.
The editing window only contains proper commands, undo and abort commands can
be requested by simply clicking on appropriate buttons. In this case, it is preferable to
use the implementation of the queue as a triple (queuer; na; nu) that we described earlier
(na and nu are the numbers of pending abort and undo commands).
6. Textual Explanation of Proofs
Proof scripts are very concise and useful objects to represent proofs. They are usually
kept for later replay of proofs. Also they can often be reused for proving dierent theo-
rems. This is the motivation for the special care given to script management tools. Often
scripts are also considered as the only evidence that proofs have been carried out. Still,
they are clearly insucient to be used as a means of communicating proofs. The rst
problem is that a large familiarity with the proving system is required to understand
these scripts, the name of commands are system dependent. To cope with this aspect
some systems, like PVS .(Shankar et al., 1993), decorate the proof script with sentence
patterns associated to each proof procedure and include the intermediary subgoals be-
tween each proof step. But a second problem is that scripts (like programs) often hide
some calculations that the reader has to rediscover to capture the intellectual content of
the proof. A direct decoration of the commands will not solve this problem.
We believe that it is an important task of the interface at the end of the proof to produce
a document that represents the proof and that can be understood by someone who is not
familiar with the prover. For these reasons, we feel that proof scripts are inadequate and
we advocate the use of proof objects, i.e. the objects that contain the whole sequence of
proved facts to get to the theorem. Each element of the sequence represents an elementary
step of reasoning. Proof objects are thus more readily understood than scripts but they
are also larger and more detailed.
Textual explanation is an attempt to make proof objects visible in the interface in an
intelligible form. After a number of unsuccessful experiments with graphical representa-
tions, we are convinced that the best method is to build translators from proof objects
to pseudo natural language. In the following, we rst motivate our choice of the natural
language to represent proof objects and then we sketch how the translation is performed
in order to produce concise and pertinent output.
6.1. proof objects and their presentation
Dierent methods can be used in building proofs: resolution and tableau methods are
popular in the automatic theorem proving community, while natural deduction is favored
for interactive proof assistants. Natural deduction, proposed by Gentzen .(Szabo, 1969)
and further elaborated by .Prawitz (1965), is natural because it formalizes the reasoning
used in ordinary mathematical text. This is also why it is popular in interactive theorem
provers and an obvious candidate for experiments in producing text from formal proofs.
6.1.1. natural deduction trees
The original format proposed by Gentzen for natural deduction proof is a tree format.
For each connective, two sets of rules are provided. The rst gives introduction rules and
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describes how formulae containing the connective may be formed. The second set gives
elimination rules and describes how formulae governed by the connective can be used.
As an example, there is one introduction rule and two elimination rules for conjunction:
^ intro : A B
A ^B ^ elim :
A ^B
A
A ^B
B
A deduction in this system is a composition of instances of rules forming a tree-like
structure. An example of such a deduction is the following tree:
^intro:
^elim:
A ^B
B
^elim:
A ^B
A
B ^A
An additional mechanism in this formalism is the discharge operation which handles
hypothetical reasoning. This mechanism can be explained with the introduction rule of
implication. The rule is usually displayed as
 intro :
[A]
:
:
B
A  B
where the brackets around A means that A can be used freely without justication (as
a leaf) in the deduction leading to B. We then say that the hypothesis A is discharged
by the rule. A proof is a deduction in which all leaves have been discharged. To link
precisely an assumption with the rule that discharges it, each assumption is numbered.
This number is then mentioned again as a superscript whenever the assumption is used
and the rule that discharges an assumption is annotated as well. Applying this convention
to the previous rules gives the following
 intro :
[Ai]
:
:
B
A  B [ i ]
The simple proof of prclarum that follows illustrates the advantages and disadvan-
tages of such a format.
 intro:
 intro:
^ intro:
 elim:
^ elim:x ^ y
x
2
^ elim: (x  z ) ^ (y  t)
x  z
1
z
 elim:
^ elim:x ^ y
y
2
^ elim: (x  z ) ^ (y  t)
y  t
1
t
z ^ t
x ^ y  z ^ t [2]
(x  z) ^ (y  t)  x ^ y  z ^ t [1]
Using two dimensions to represent the structure of the proof makes operations such
as nding the scope of an assumption or nding the premises of a rule easier. The
systems EUODHILOS .(Sawamura et al., 1992) and Jape .(Bornat and Sufrin, 1994) use
this presentation. The drawback is that formulae share the horizontal dimension with
the proof structure. Consequently, proof trees tend to grow much more in width than in
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height. This phenomenon is even amplied by the fact that the leaves, being assumptions,
are large formulae. Automatic ellision to hide parts of the proofs could be a solution but
it is hard to nd a satisfactory strategy. Even for small proofs, we have found the natural
deduction proof-tree layout impractical.
6.1.2. natural deduction in linear format
As an alternative, several authors have proposed linear presentations of natural de-
duction proofs: .Fitch (1952), .Kalish et al. (1980). This style is used in theorem provers
such as Mural .(Jones et al., 1991) and TPS .(Andrews et al., 1992). The basic idea is to
represent a proof as a vertical sequence of lines, where each line is either an axiom, an
hypothesis, or the consequence of previous lines. To give an idea of such format, here is
the same proof of prclarum in the format described in .Fitch (1952):
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
(x  z) ^ (y  t)
x ^ y
x
x  z
z
y
y  t
t
z ^ t
x ^ y  z ^ t
(x  z) ^ (y  t)  x ^ y  z ^ t
hyp
hyp
2, ^ elim
1, ^ elim
3 and 4,  elim
2, ^ elim
1, ^ elim
6 and 7,  elim
8 and 5, ^ intro
2-9,  intro
1-10,  intro
Each line contains a number, a formula, and the justication of the formula. For example,
at line 5, \z" is the consequence of applying  elim with lines 3 and 4. A special symbol
hyp is used when introducing an hypothesis. Additionally, a vertical bar is used to denote
a subordinate proof. Finally discharging an assumption is represented by a justication
taking a subordinate proof whose rst line is an hyp. Lines 10 and 11 are examples of
such a phenomenon. Note that assumptions, once allocated a line number, need not be
repeated.
The linear style obviously gives a more vertical presentation than the tree style. But
because of constant references to earlier lines, such proofs are reminiscent of assembly
language programs, and reading them is just as tedious.
6.2. transducing proof objects
Dierent experiments have been carried out to produce explanations out of proofs:
.Felty (1988), .Huang (1994), and .Edgar and Pelletier (1993). Our approach is somewhat
more pragmatic. We only want to produce pseudo English, using indentation to out-
line the structure of the proof. For example, the result we expect for prclarum is the
following:
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Theorem: prclarum
Statement
8x; y; z; t: Prop: (x  z) ^ (y  t)  x ^ y  z ^ t
Proof
Let x, y, z, t be propositions
Assume we know x  z (i) and y  t (j)
Assume we know x (k) and y (l)
- Using i with k we deduce z
- Using j with l we deduce t
Altogether we have z ^ t
.
The basic idea is simple: we associate a textual equivalent to each rule of the logic. For
example, using the relation ., we dene below the layout associated to the ^introduction:
P Q
A ^B .
- P
- Q
Altogether we have A ^B
where P and Q represent respectively the proof of A and the proof of B.
Then the technique must be slightly rened to obtain more concise and pertinent
explanations. So far we have implemented three dierent renements.
1 Melting together repeated constructs.
2 Accessing theorems and denitions.
3 Altering the direction of the discourse.
6.2.1. repeated constructs
An example where improvement can be easily obtained is when the proof contains
consecutive applications of the same rule. It is often the case that a shorter presentation
can be found. The rule for ^introduction is an example of such a rule. Trying to prove
A^B^C means proving A^B and C (or A and B^C). The textual explanation would
be of the form:
...
- A
...
- B
- Altogether we have A ^B
...
- C
Altogether we have A ^B ^ C
Melting together the sequences of applications reduces the length of the text and more
importantly avoids a drifting to the right:
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...
- A
...
- B
...
- C
Altogether we have A ^B ^ C
6.2.2. theorems and definitions
Applications of theorems and denitions are very frequent in proof objects and most
of the time do not deserve any explanation. Any application of a theorem should hide
the specialization and the deduction that are present in the proof object. For example
given the commutativity of disjunction:
_commutative : 8A;B:A _B  B _A
A naive presentation of an application of this theorem would look like the following:
...
- x _ y
- Specializing _commutative, we get x _ y  y _ x
We deduce y _ x
the improved version gives a more concise explanation:
...
x _ y
By _commutative, we get y _ x
6.2.3. rupture in the discourse
In .Edgar and Pelletier (1993), the authors present two ways of chaining the explanation.
Forward chaining goes from the facts that are known to what is to be proved. Backward
chaining goes in the opposite direction. We adopt the forward style, except for some
intermediate results which are announced before being proved, so as not to lose the
reader. Such a case occurs for induction principles. If we take the usual induction on
natural numbers:
Induction on Nat : 8P: (P 0) ^ (8n: (P n)  (P n+ 1))  8n:(P n)
The explanation of a proof by induction in forward chaining style would be:
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...
- Q 0
...
- 8n:(Qn)  (Qn+ 1)
Using Induction on Nat, we get 8n: (Qn)
Announcing rst the induction is important because induction drives the reasoning and
the dierent induction cases that may be cumbersome:
To prove 8n: (Qn) using Induction on Nat, we have two cases
Case1: we will prove Q 0
...
Case2: Assume (Qn), we will prove (Qn+ 1)
...
A similar situation occurs at the top level where one prefers to rst announce the theorem
and then give the proof as in the example of prclarum.
6.3. implementation
The implementation of textual explanation is split in two. Inside the prover, transfor-
mations are applied to the raw proof object to extract relevant information and produce
a rened proof object. In the interface, a PPML specication gives the layout and the
phrases associated to the dierent constructs. Note that the phrases can thus be easily
changed by the user. A precise denition of textual explanation in the Coq environment
can be found in .Coscoy et al. (1995).
7. Conclusion
In sections 2 and 3, we have presented methods that make it possible with little eort
to plug a graphical user interface onto interactive proof systems. In sections 4, 5, and
6, we have described features that can be adapted to a wide variety of interactive proof
systems in this framework.
The most characteristic aspect of this work is the pervasive influence of interactive
manipulation of structures. The advanced capabilities of proof-by-pointing and textual
explanation of proofs rely, obviously, on the structure of logical formulae. Our conclusion
is that the structure of formulae must appear in the user interface and that it is pertinent
to use many tools around this notion of structure, like template directed editing, tree
navigation, and elision mechanisms. The importance given to structural manipulation
need not prevent users from communicating in a textual mode, and we have shown that
structure and textual editing could collaborate eciently.
Another important concept is the architecture used to assemble a proof system and a
user interface. By relying on processes that communicate through a simple ascii proto-
col, we have made it possible to separate logical and metamathematical concerns from
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user interface concerns in the design of the complete system. This separation has two
immediate consequences: rst the data structures used for communicating with the user
do not need to be isomorphic to the data structures used internally in the proof engine.
The internal structure can be made more abstract and more suited for automatic opera-
tions while the external data structure can adapt more faithfully to usual mathematical
practice. Second, this working methodology has lead to remarkable opportunities for
modularity and software reuse. Indeed, we have experimented with many proof systems
and the same basic tools have also been used for user interfaces adapted to computer
algebra systems .(Kajler, 1992).
The use of a graphical user interface makes it possible to envision new means of commu-
nication that would not be feasible with a traditional simple interface based on character
streams. Proof-by-pointing is a characteristic example: the basic notion in this function-
ality is the notion of position. The user can communicate with the proof system by simply
referring to an expression at a specic position in a context that may be a very large
formula. Rather than the expression value, it is its position in the larger formula that is
used for command generation. Expressing this position would be very cumbersome if the
user had to encode it in some textual form, while the use of a pointing device makes it a
trivial matter. More generally, the graphical representation will make it possible to use
the symbolic system’s output as material for generating the next input command and to
provide direct manipulation on a representation of the system’s state.
There is room for future work in all the domains described in this paper. For proof-by-
pointing, we have described how the algorithm could be extended to new logical combi-
nators by having the user specify new rules. We believe these rules should themselves be
inferred directly from the new combinators’ denition. For script management, it seems
necessary to go beyond the linear structure of scripts. There are dependencies between
commands that are not adequately represented by the sequential aspect: it should be
possible to discard an old command and only those commands that depend on this old
command, without imposing the burden of replaying everything on the user. This issue
might be solved by computing a closer connection between the command script and the
proof object constructed in the proof system, since the proof object naturally contains the
dependencies between various steps in the proof. Finally, textual explanation of proofs
can progress in two ways: rst it should be possible to see the text of a proof not only
after the proof is terminated, but also as it is constructed during the proof, with holes
corresponding to the remaining subgoals to prove. Second, a connection between the
proof object and the command script should also be exploited to produce more concise
text: sometimes the method used in a proof is more important than the actual inferences.
This method is better described by the commands than by the proof object.
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